.1. Dilution curve analysis of opposite dual-probe TaqMan qPCR assays.
Dilution curves (1a-c), arranged from 1e2 to 1e7 NA standard copies per μl of template in three replicates, of the MGB-MGB, LNA-LNA, and LNA-MGB dual-probe assays in opposite probe orientation and their first derivatives (1d-f). The dual probe assays are highlighted in red and the corresponding single-probe counterparts in probe-specific colours. For clarity, certain curves were dashed. The probe sequences and their schematic representation and colouring are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 Calibration (2a-c) curves of the MGB-MGB, LNA-LNA, and LNA-MGB dual-probe assays in opposite probe orientations.
The curves were prepared for a dilution gradient from 1e2 to 1e7 NA standard copies per μl of template in triplicates. The dualprobe assays are highlighted in red and the corresponding single-probe counterparts in probe-specific colours. The probe sequences and their schematic representation and colouring are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 in the article. The ΔCq curves (2d-f), representing the Cq differences between the dual-probe assay and the corresponding A and B assays at each concentration point, were coloured in green and grey, respectively. Table S1 .2: Repeatability of opposite dual-probe TaqMan assays. The table shows the intra-assay Cq variation of the tested probe combinations in opposite orientations. Dilution curves (1a-c), arranged from 1e2 to 1e7 NA standard copies per μl of template in three replicates, of the simple-MGB, simple-LNA, and LNA-MGB dual-probe assays in tandem orientations and their first derivatives (1d-f). The dual-probe assays are highlighted in red and the corresponding simple-probe counterparts in probe specific colours. For clarity, certain curves were dashed. The probe sequences and their schematic representation and colouring are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 Calibration (2a-c) curves of the simple-MGB, simple-LNA, and LNA-MGB dual-probe assays in tandem orientations. The curves were prepared for a dilution gradient from 1e2 to 1e7 NA standard copies per μl of template in triplicates. The dual-probe assays are highlighted in red and the corresponding single-probe counterparts in probe specific colours. The probe sequences and their schematic representation and colouring are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 in the article. The ΔCq curves (2d-f), representing the Cq differences between the dual probe assays and the corresponding single A and B assays at each concentration point, were coloured in green and grey, respectively. 
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In these examples, the CPV-2_probe2 held two differences at the 3' end (a) or a single change in the middle (b), relative to the CPV-2 template strain. The CPV-2_probe1 sequence is identical. As seen in both cases, the mutations influenced the probe binding, which was accompanied by a signal decline leading to flat curves, as well as increased Cq values. The common effect of both mutations led to probe failure, as shown in Figure 5a in the article.
In the last example, the EAV_probe1 differed from its template in a single position located at the extreme 5' end (c). The mutation weakened the probe binding, apparently due to interference with hydrolysis starting from the 5' end. The probe was able to tolerate an additional change, as indicated in Figure 5b in the article.
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